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Dance & Academia: Moving the Boundaries 

What is Dance without an Audience? 
 
A conference day which culminates a series of three seminars, exploring 
this provocative question. For academics in all disciplines, dance artists 
and movement practitioners, and anyone else who wants to exchange 
thinking about dance! 
 

Saturday 3 March, 10.30-4.30 
Harold Lee Room, Pembroke College, St Aldate’s, Oxford OX1 1DW 

 
£20 – Please book in advance on www.ticketsoxford.com 
Includes lunch 
 
 
Hannah McClure Chalut (Lecturer in Dance, University of Surrey)  
The Role of Perception in Co-witnessing Generative Acts of Performance 
 
Expanding on the question, ‘What is dance without an audience?’, this 
talk investigates ‘What does the concept of audience offer to the moment 
of performance, especially in dance?’. Are there performances for which 
a traditional audience may transform themselves to serve a different 
purpose, such as performances in or with the land or ritual performances 
of ceremonial and sacramental natures? Or are there different 
perspectives on the notion of audience that might open  the concept for 
us? Here the role of perception, in its physiological, emotional and 
spiritual qualities is highlighted. When we dance 'for God' as in ritual 
whirling sema, the body itself dances and therefore we also dance 'for 
ourselves'. We experience God within the dance, and the experience 
is both singular and collective. God is therefore perceived in a moment of 
action, which is action by the body singular and a collective body/mind of 
co-witnessing presences. When is dance an act of desire as opposed to a 
performance for self, other or divine? When does dance cease to be an 
act at all and become an allowing of presence in expression? In such 
instances, who witnesses? Who is witnessed?  
 
 
Debbie Fionn Barr (Coventry University) and Vidya Thirunarayan  
Individualising cultural Knowledge in clay body sites 
 
Bharata Natyam performer/potter, Vidya Thirunarayan, with 
choreographer/researcher, Debbie Fionn Barr, explore issues that arise 
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when presenting a migrated classical dance form from one culture, 
(Bharata Natyam, Tamil Nadu, India) to an audience from a different 
culture (in this case, Oxford the UK!). The presentation examines the 
relationship between migrated form and adopted audience by asking the 
question: what impact does cultural specificity have in establishing 
connection and maintaining communication between performer and 
viewer during performance? Furthermore, it looks to ways in which the 
individual performer might navigate between embedded cultural 
knowledge, and the challenges that emerge through performing in new 
locales. 
The question is examined through the mediums of Bharata Natyam and 
clay, utilizing recent findings from two periods of research and 
development as part of Thirunarayan’s forthcoming production: The Clay 
Connection (2019/20). Here, the issues are explored in a live interaction 
between audience and performer involving demonstration and 
explanation, inviting question and consideration and encouraging 
participation and engagement. 
 
 
Lynn Froggett (Professor of Psychosocial Welfare, University of Central 
Lancashire) 
Visual Matrix Workshop 
  
The Visual Matrix is a group-based method, led by imagery and affect, that 
has been used in visual arts, theatre, film and dance for drawing out and 
interpreting largely unarticulated dimensions of audience experience 
such as aesthetic and affective impacts. The workshop will include an 
experiential taster session and opportunities to discuss the principles, 
practice and applications of the method.  
 
 
Cathy Seago (University of Winchester) and Lizzie Sykes (University of 
Bournemouth) 
A Somatic Lens 
 
Lizzie Sykes (screen-based artist) and Cathy Seago (dance artist) have 
been working collaboratively to generate work by asking somatic and 
filmic questions about content and presentation.  We are exploring the 
nature, impact and materiality of the ‘screen’ and the ‘lens’ in mediating 
emergent work that has potentially live and digitised 
elements.  Responding organically to site and place via a somatic and 
kinetic focus we have questioned the spectator’s role and impact on the 
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work at different stages – be they live, mobile, choice-making, 
unsuspecting, distanced, imagined, and/or literate in particular 
codes.  This presentation will share some of the questions, processes and 
findings about presence, perspective and environment for dance/ film 
audiences. 
 
 
Lise Smith 
The Critic as Audience Member: reflecting on the role of the reviewer 
 
We often think about the relationship between a Theatre reviewer and 
the artist reviewed or the work presented. But what about the critic as 
audience member? How does a critic’s place in the audience reflect and 
impact in their experience of a performance? How do they speak for, to 
and on behalf of the watching audience? And why does it sometimes feel 
like the reviewer and the rest of the audience have just watched two 
completely different works? Dr Lise Smith (often a reviewer, frequently 
an audience member, mostly a producer and sometimes a performer) 
opens these and other questions to discussion. 
 
 
 
(Please note the presentations won’t be in this order) 
 
The day will culminate in a led group discussion, to bring together the 
different issues raised through the day and allow new thoughts to be 
articulated. 
 
 
 
 
For more information about and the Dance & Academia project and its 
convenor Miranda Laurence, please visit www.mirandalaurence.co.uk. 
 
 


